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Fig. 2a. Zoom of the 
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structure

Fig. 1 VLA 20cm radio contours showing the 2 Mpc scale radio arcs around

Abell 3376, superimposed on a smoothed ROSAT image

Abell 3376 Abell 3376 isis atat a a redshiftredshift 0.0460.046

WeWe discovereddiscovered 2 2 MpcMpc diameterdiameter radio arcs radio arcs withwith the VLA the VLA atat 20 cm, 20 cm, 

WithWith no no opticaloptical or Xor X--ray ray counterpartscounterparts (ROSAT or XMM)(ROSAT or XMM)

The XThe X--ray ray emissionemission isis elongatedelongated and and asymmetricasymmetric (ROSAT, XMM(ROSAT, XMM--Newton)Newton)

The zone of maximum XThe zone of maximum X--ray ray emissionemission isis completelycompletely offcenteredoffcentered toardstoards the the northeastnortheast

&&ndnd coincidescoincides withwith a a strongstrong radio sourceradio source

WhereWhere do do thesethese radio arcs come radio arcs come fromfrom??

Distribution on an ellipse Distribution on an ellipse withwith major axis major axis 

alongalong direction of Xdirection of X--ray ray elongationelongation

Radio synchrotron Radio synchrotron emissionemission requiresrequires

acceleratedaccelerated electronselectrons

TwoTwo possibilitiespossibilities::

��Major cluster Major cluster mergermerger(s)(s)

��CosmologicalCosmological shockshock waveswaves causedcaused by by 

energeticenergetic collisions, collisions, mergersmergers and and infallinfall on the on the 

clustercluster

WhatWhat do do thesethese mapsmaps tell us (tell us (seesee Fig. 7)?Fig. 7)?

Optical Optical mapmap: the : the brightestbrightest cluster cluster galaxygalaxy isis completelycompletely offset offset towardstowards the SWthe SW

There There isis a group of a group of brightbright galaxies galaxies coincidingcoinciding withwith the the regionregion of maximum Xof maximum X--ray ray 

emissionemission, , 

towardstowards the the northnorth easteast

XX--ray ray temperaturetemperature mapmap shows shows alternativelyalternatively hotter and hotter and coolercooler gasgas. . 

The The comparisoncomparison withwith numericalnumerical simulations (Fig. 8) simulations (Fig. 8) agreeagree withwith the the mergermerger hypothesishypothesis

XX--ray ray metallicitymetallicity mapmap shows shows inhomogeneousinhomogeneous metalmetal distributiondistribution

Fig. 2b. Zoom of the 

west large scale radio 

structure

Fig. 3. Zoom of the smaller scale radio component  (left) 

and corresponding optical image, with green circles

showing galaxies at the cluster redshift

Fig. 4. Optical image. Circled galaxies have redshifts in 

the cluster and the squares show the two brightest galaxies.

Fig. 5. Wedge diagram

of galaxy velocities.

Optical Optical evidenceevidence for one or for one or severalseveral

major major mergersmergers

Bright galaxies Bright galaxies withwith cluster cluster velocityvelocity are are 

distributeddistributed alongalong a a veryvery elongatedelongated

structure (Fig. 4)structure (Fig. 4)

The The mergingmerging appearsappears to to bebe occuringoccuring

close to the plane of the close to the plane of the skysky (Fig. 5)(Fig. 5)

XMMXMM--Newton image of Abell 3376 Newton image of Abell 3376 

shows shows strongstrong asymmetryasymmetry and and suggestssuggests a a 

major major mergermerger withwith a a smallersmaller cluster cluster 

arrivingarriving fromfrom the the southwestsouthwest and and 

crossingcrossing a a largerlarger one (Fig. 6, one (Fig. 6, arrowarrow))

Maximum of X-ray emission coincides

with strong radio source (green circle).

This region contains at least 5 AGN 

(Chandra).

No relation between east radio relic

and X-ray emission

Fig. 6 Smoothed XMM-Newton image of  

Abell 3376.

The white arrow shows the merging

direction.

Fig. 7 Maps: top left: XMM raw image, top right: optical

image and X-ray contours, bottom left: temperature map

from XMM, bottom right: metallicty map from XMM

Fig. 8 Temperature map from

numerical simulations by Takizawa

(2005, ApJ 629, 791)

ConclusionsConclusions

Abell 3376 Abell 3376 isis presentlypresently undergoingundergoing a major a major mergermerger

The The giantgiant radio arcs are due to synchrotron radio arcs are due to synchrotron emissionemission fromfrom

electronselectrons whichwhich maymay bebe acceleratedaccelerated eithereither by by shockshock waveswaves createdcreated

by the by the mergermerger, or , or maymay have been have been acceleratedaccelerated by by cosmologicalcosmological

shocksshocks atat the the epochepoch of cluster formation.of cluster formation.

For For detailsdetails, , seesee
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